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Abstract 

Any anytime algorithm used for decision-making 
should h ave the property that it considers the most 
important aspects of tht: decision problem first. In 
this way, the algorithm ca.n first eliminate disastrous 
decisions and recognize particularly advantageous de
cisions , considering finer detail& if time permits. We 
view planning as a decision-makin!; process and dis
cuss th t: design of anytime algorithms for decision
th eoretic planning. In parti cular , we present an any
time decision-theoretic planner that uses abstraction 
to foc us attention first on those aspects of a planning 
problem that have the highest impact on expected 
utility. We discuss control schemes for refining this 
behavior and methods for automatically creating good 
abstractions. We present an intelligent agent archi
tecture for integrating our anytime planner with an 
exec ution module and describe the status of the im
plemcn tation. 

Introduction 
In the fr a mework of deci:;ion-theoretic planning, un
cr rtainty in th(' :;tate of the world and in the effects of 
actions art: represented with probabilities and the plan
ner':; goals , as well as tradeoffs among them, are rep
resented with a utility function over outcomes. Given 
this representation, the objective is t o find an opti
mal or ncar optimal )Jlan, whert: optimality is defined 
as maximizing expected utility (E1" ). In this pap er we 
will be con cerned with optimal decision-theoretic plil.n
nll1g. 

Wr define an anytime decision-theoretic planning al
crorithm as one that can return some plan or set of b 

candidate plans at anytime during its execution and 
during its execution the expected utility of that plan 
or set of plans never decreases. vVr also impost: the 
constraint that for some executions of th e planner the 
EC of the plan or plans in creasrs during some phase of 
thE' deliberation . This assures us that we can benefit 
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from investing time in deliberation. But thrsr prop
erties are not sufficient to produce partial deliberation 
that we would consider to be rational. Vve would like 
an anytime planning algorithm to have the prop erty 
that it considers the most important aspects of the 
planning problem before moving on to the details. We 
call this th e rational Tlcfinem ent property. 

A straightforward approach to aciJieving the any
timp propprty in decis ion-theoretic planning is to lilJlit 
the depth to which plans are projected. Thi::: is the 
approach taken by Dearden and Boutilier (Dearden & 
Boutilier 1994). But this myopi c approach can result 
in the well-known horizon problem in which a cli sas
trous or highly fortuitou s outcome li es just beyund the 
projection horizon. So it does not have the rational 
refinement property. 

An alkrnative recently popular approach to anytime 
der.ision-theorrti c pla nning has been to plan over an 
ever-incrrasing subset of world states (Drummond & 
Bresina 1990; Dean et al. 1993 ; Thiebaux et al. 1994). 
In this approach, a planning problem is represented as 
a Nlarkov decision process, in which we have a finite 
number of world states, states are complr:tdy observ
able, and actions are repre:;ented as probabilisti c tran
sitions between :;tates. We: will describe the work of 
Dean , et.al. (1993) sin ce it is ni edy formalized and rep
resentative of this gen eral approach. Their algorithm 
starts by choosing an initial subset of states called the 
envelope. They generate an optimal policy for this sub
set of states and assign a default action to any state 
outside the envelop e. Th e algorithm continues by al
ternat ing between adding states to the envelop e and 
grnerating optimal policies. It can be interrupted at 
any time to obtain the current best policy. The per
formancf' of thi s approach is highly sensitive to the 
selection of which states to include in the envelop e. 
One idea is to use some domain knowledlSe to choos(' 
an initial envdope and th en at each iterati on to add 
to the envelupe those states outside it whi ch are most 
likely to be enterrd . But thi s strategy can result in my
opic reasoning in which the planner may not recognize 
early on that a plan has il. high or low EU, since low 
probability states can be significant if their utility IS 
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sufficiently extrem0.. To avoid this problem, one might 
think of add ing states to the envelope based on both 
the probability of entering them and on the utility as
sociated with them. But consider a medical planning 
problem in which the death of the patient is a possibil
ity. In every state the patient is either dead or alive. 
If mortality is significantly mor0. important that other 
factors, then every state will have a rdatively low or 
high utilit,y. So choosing stat0.S on the basis of their 
utility is of little help. Rather, the planner should be 
focu sing on the attribute describing morbidity instead 
of focusing on any particular state. Uility extremes 
will be characterized by attributes rather than states 
whenever a large degree of utility independence exists 
among the attributes over which utility is defined. Be
cause of the complex ity uf spec ifying utility functions 
in multiattribute problems (Keeney & Raiffa 1976) , 
this will typically be the case. So a more reasonable 
approach is to reason over a s ubset of the attribut(Cs 
and to expand the subset of attributes .'\s time allows. 

How can we apply the above observation to the 
design of anytime decision-theoretic planning algo
rithms? Notice that an optimal decision-theoretic 
planner must either exp licitly or implicitly compare 
the (Cxpected utilities of all possible plans, which means 
that such planners tend to work by eiill1inating sub
optimal plans, since one cannot nrove that a plan is 
optim al without proving th a t th e alternatives are sub
optimal. For an anytime decision-theoretic planning 
algorithm to have the rational refin em ent property, it 
should function as if using an information filter. It 
should initially focus its attention on those attributes 
which have a high impact on expected utility in or
der to eliminate highly sub-optimal plans. As it runs 
it should considp.r less important details which distin
guish between similarly ranked plans. We propos0. an 
approach that func1ions in just this way. 

The DRIPS decision-theoretic refinem ent planning 
system (Haddawy & Suwandi 1994) searches through 
th e space of possible plans by using an abstraction hi
erarchy. By using abstraction, the planner is capable 
of eliminating suboptimal classes of plans without ex
pli cit ly examining all the plans in a class. DRIP S finds 
th(' optimal plan by building abstract pla.ns, compar
ing th em, and refining on ly thosE' that might yield the 
optimal plan. It begins with a set of abstract plans 
at the highest abstraction level, and subsequently re
fin es the plans from marl' general to more specific. Af
ter each refinem ent, it eliminates suboptimal abstract 
plans . While an abstract plan is a comp lete plan in 
the sense that it is a complek sequencp of actions, the 
act ions in the plan arE' only partially sp ecified in the 
s(Cnse that some of the attribute value!' are incompletely 
spec ified . In an appropriately stru ctured abstraction 
hierarchy, the abstract action ::;pecifications drscribe 
only those aspects of the actions that have a high im
pact on exp ec ted utility. As the plann er descends thp 
abstraction hierarchy, it considers more of the less im-
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Figure 1: Grn('ral form of an action description. 

portant details. The plann er CRn be stopped at any 
time to yield thp set of abstract plans which have not 
yet been shown to be suboptimal. 

The res t of this paper is organized as follows. In 
the next section we describe th e representation used 
by the planner. Then we present an overv iew of th e 
abstraction theory used by the planner and present the 
planning algorithm. Finally, WE' discuss search control 
techniques for focusing thp attention of the planner , as 
v,ell as methods we are currently developing for gener
'-'Ling app ropriate abstraction hierarchies. 

Representation 
World Model Sincp w(c are interested in planning 
in temporal domains , we de~cribe the world in terms 
of chronicles, wher(C a chronicle is a complete specifi
cation of the world throughout time. We take time to 
he continuous and we describe chronicl e::; by sp ecify
ing the values of discrete and continuous attributes at 
va rious times, for example fu el(to) = 10. We express 
uncertainty concerning the state of the world with a 
spt of probability distributions over chronicles. We ex
press such a set by assigning probahility intervals to 
attribute values at various times. 

Action Model Actions are both conditional and 
probabilistic: under cpr tain conditions an action will 
have a given effect with a given proba bility. An action 
is represented with a tree structure as shown in fig
ure 1, wher(' the Ci are a set of mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive conditions , the Pij are probabilities which 
sum tu one for fixed i, and the tij are pffect s. 

We inkrpret th e rppresentation intuitively as say ing 
that if one of th(C conditions holds at the beginning of 
the action then the effects on that hranch are realized 
immediately following the action, wit h the sp0.cified 
probabili ties. Each branch rep resents a [uapping from 
the state before the action to a distribution over states 
after the action. This rep resentation is similar to that 
used by Hanks (Hanks 1990). We assume that changes 
to thE' world are limited to those effects exp li citly de
scribed in th e agent 's action descriptions, so we do not 
allow for exog"nous events. 



drive on --+....::::::-:....----'-1 
mountain road 

Figure 2: Example action descriptions. 

To illustra te the action representation, consider thE' 
following example. We wish to deliver some tomators 
from a farm to a warehouse and we can take a moun
tain road or a vallpy road to make the delivery. If 
we take the mountain road , the length of timp the 
drive takes, the fuel consumption , and whethn the 
truck gets muddy dpp end on the weather conditiono;. 
The descriptions of these actions are shown in Fig
ure 2. The conditions on the branches sp ec ify condi
tions that must be true just before the action is exe
cuted. Thl' effects of the action are specified in terms 
of the durat.ion of th e action and the conditions that 
are changed by the action. For pxample, in the branch 
a tim e = time+6 indiratcs that the duration is 6 hours 
a nd fuel = fuel- 10 means that thE' fu el kvel after the 
action is 10 galluno; less than before thr action. Ac
tion effec ts can be o;pecified as absuiute or relative. In 
branch b we have the absolute effect muddy=T, and 
th p relative effect fuel = fud - 8. So branch b says 
that if it is snowing just prior to driving on the moun
tain road then there is a 10% chan ce that the drive 
will req uire 4 hours, and that the truck will consume 
8 gallons of fuel and becumr muddy. 

Decision-Theoretic Refinement 
Planning 

Abstracting Actions 

The DRIPS planner primarily usps two types of abstrac
tion: interaction-abstraction and sequ ential abstrac-
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Figure~ : ExalJlple of intrr-action ahstraction. Th e 
letters labeling the branches indicatt· the pairings of 
the primitive action bran ches. 

tion. The idea behind in ter-acti on abst ractiun is to 
group together a set uf analogous actions. Thr set is 
characterized by the fl'atures common to all the actions 
in the set. We th en can plan with the abstract action 
and infer properties of a plan involving any of its in
stances. Formally, an inter-action abstraction of a set 
of actions {a 1, a2 , . .. an} is an action that represents the 
disjunction of thp actions in the set. The actiollS in thE' 
set are called the instantiations of the abstract action 
and are considered to be alternative ways of realizing 
the abs tract action. Thus the ai are assumed to be 
mutually excl usive. 

To create an inter-abstraction of a set of ac
tions {a[,a2, ... ,an } we do the following. Group the 
branches of the action descriptions into disjoint sets 
su ch that each set contains a t must one branch from 
each action descript iun. For E'ach sd s that contains 
fewer than n branches, add n -lsi branches, each with 
the effect of one of the branches already in the set and 
with condition fal se and probability zero. The effec t 
of an abstract branch is any spntence ent.ailed by each 
of the effects of the branches in the set. The condition 
is the disj unction of the conditions on the branches 
in the set. The probability is specifi. rd as a range: the 
minimum of the probabilities of thE' branches in the set 
and the maximum of th l' probabilities of the bran ches 
in the set. Figure 3 shows an inter-il ct ion abstraction 
of the two action descriptions from Figure 2. 

A sequential abstraction is pssentially a macro op
erator that sp ecifies the end effects of a sequence of 
actions as wpll as the initial conditions undrr which 
those effects are achieved, wi thou t spl'cifying changes 
that occur as intermediatr steps du e to the individ
ual actions within thE' sequence. Thus the information 
about thr state of the world during the execution of the 
spquence of actions is abstracted away. We abstract an 
action sequence aj a2 by pairing every branch uf Ul with 
every brant:h of a2 and create an abstract bran ch for 
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each pairing. The condition on the abstract bran ch is 
the conjunction of the condition on the bran ch of the 
first ;Lction and the con dition on branch of the second 
action, regfi 'ssed through the effects of the first action. 
If the conjunction is inconsistent , the abstract bra nch 
is Dot included in the abstract action description. The 
probability on the a bstract bra nch is the product of 
th e probabili ti es on tile paired branches and the effect 
is the composition of the effects. 

We have implemented tools that automati cally cre
a te inter-ac tio~ abstractions (Finigan 1995) an d se
quential abstractions (Doan & Hadd awy 1995), given 
a sprcifi cation of what actions to combine and how. to 
group their branches. For a general theory of actlOn 
abs t raction whi r h in cludes intra-ac tlOn and sequentIal 
a bstraction see (Doan 1995) 

The D RIPS Planner 

A planning problem is described in terms uf an ini
tial s t ilte distribution , a set of action desc riptions, and 
a~ utility function. Thr sp ace of possible pl ans is de
scri bed by a n abstraction / decomp osition network, sup
plied by th e user, An abstract action has one or more 
sub-actions , which themselves may be abstract.lons or 
primitive actions . A decomposable ac tion has a sub
plan th at must be executed in seq uence. The deSCrip
tion of the abstract actions are created by mtn-actlOn 
abstraction and the drscriptions of the decom posibll ' 
actions arr crea ted by seq uential abstract ion . An ex
am ple network is shown in Figure 4. A plan is simply 
a sequ ence of actions obtain ed from the net. The plan
ning task is to find the sequence of actions for those 
represented in the network th at m ax imizrs expected 
utility relative to th e given probability and ut ility mod
els. 

DRIPS finds the optimal plan by building abstract 
plans, comparing them, and refining only those th at 
might yield the optimal plan. It begins with a set 
of abstract pla ns at the highest abstraction level, and 
subsequently refines the plans from more general tu 
m ore specific. Since projecting a bstract pl a ns results 
in inferring probability intervals awl attribute ranges, 
an abst ract plan is assigned an expected utility inter
val, which includ es the expected utiliti es of all possi
ble instances of th at abstract plan. An abstract pliln 
can be elimin a ted if the Upp('f bound of its exp ected 
utility interval is lower than the lower bound of the ex
pected utility intprval for any uther plan. Eliminating 
a n abs tract plan eliminates a ll its possIble lIlstantla
tions. \Vhen abstract plans have ovr rlapping expected 
utility intervals, the planner refines one of the plans by 
instantiating one of its act ions. Successively ini'tantl
<1ting abstract plans will narrow the range of expec ted 
utility and allow more plans to be pruned. 

Given the abstraction/decomposition network, we 
eval uate plans ilt the abs trac t level , eliminatr su bop
timal plans , and refine remaining candid ate plans fur
ther until only op t imal plans remain . The algorithm 
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works as follows. 

1. Create a plan consisting of thr single top-l f'vel action 
and put it into th e se t plans. 

2. tntil there is no abstrart plan left in plans , 

• Choosr an abstract plan P . Refin e P by repl acing 
an abstract action in P with all its instantiat ions, 
or its decomposition, creating a s~t of lower level 
plans {P J , p z) ... , Pn }. 

• Compute th e expected utility of all newly created 
plans. 

• Removr P from plans and add {P I , Pz, ... , P n}. 
• Eliminate suboptimal plans in plans. 

3. Return plans as thr set of optimal plans. 

If run to completion, DRIPS explores the entire space of 
possible pl ans. Since the planner only eliminates plans 
it can provp a re suboptimal and If a plan IS subo pt Im a l, 
it will eventually be eliminated by the planner , DRIPS 

is guara nteed to find the optimal plan or plans if it is 
run to complet ion. 

As the algorithm proceeds , it maintains the set of 
abstract plans that cannot be pliminated because theIr 
expected u t ility interva ls overlap. So the algol'lthm can 
be stopped at any time to yield the current set of can
didate plans. From this set any abstract plan a nd any 
instil.nce of th a t abstract plan can be chosen . Several 
strategi es for choosing a plan from this cand idate set 
arr possiblr. For example , 0 11(' could take an op tImIstIC 
strategy an d choose an instance from the abstract plan 
with the highest upper bound on EU or one could take 
a conservati ve strategy a nd select an ins tance from the 
abstract pl a n with thr hi ghest lower bound on EU. The 
maximum degree to which we a re sacrificing optimal
ity by executing the chosen plan can be determlll ed by 
taking the difference between the high es t upper bound 
on E(T and the lower bound on EC of the abstract plan 
of which the chosl 'n pl an is a n instance. 

The DRIP S planner is implemented in Common Lisp 
and has been successfully ap plied to a numb er of prob
kms. For exampk , we ap plied DRI PS to the medical 
decision probkm of determining the optimal test /treat 
strategy for patients suspectpd of having lower extrem
ity dee p vein thrombosis (Haddawy, Doan, & Good
win 1995; Doan, Hadd awy, &- Kahn 1995). This do
main contained 6,206 possible strategies , invulving dif
ferent combinations uf tests, condi t,ional hosts, an d con
ditional treatments. DRI PS eliminatrd 5 ,551 (~9%) of 
these stra tegies from consideration without examining 
them rx plicitly and successfully identifi ed the optImal 
strategy I. 

Search Control Techniques 
The extr nt to which DRI PS is able to elimin ate subop
tim al pl a ns dep ends in large par t on effect ively con-

IThc DRIPS code and the encod ing of tIl(' described 
domain are available a!. 
http: //www .cs. uwm.edu/faculty / hadd a wy. 
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Figure 4: Abstrac ti un/Jecomposition ndwork. Abstrac tion rela tions a re shown with dashed lines and decomposi
tiun relations are shown wi t h solid lines. 

trolling the search through the space of abstract plans. 
T he a lgo rithm above contains two non-determinis tic 
choi ce points in it s second step. The firs t choi cl'! is 
to select a plan from the set of abstract plans with 
overl a pping expected utility. The second choice is to 
select an abstract action within the plan for expansion. 
Good win (1995) has shown that if we wish to fi nd the 
optilJlal plan, the best strategy is to select the p lan 
with the highes t maximum E U . Selection of an action 
to expand is more difficult. Select ing actions that when 
expanded produce plans with greater redu ctions in the 
range of expected utility facilitates pruning and JraJs 
to more efficient planning. On~ strategy is to assign a 
fixed priority to each abstract action based how similar 
its instances are. The more similar the instances, the 
tighter th e abstrart ion. One would like to delay ex
panding t ight abstractions sin ce they do not produce 
wide EC ranges. We will di scuss how to automatically 
assign such priorities below. An alternative app roach 
is to use sensitivity analysis at run t ime to select ab
stract actions whose expansion will produ ce t he largest 
change in the Er range. In a recent paper (Hadd awy, 
Doan, & Goodwin 1995) Goo dwin presents techniques 
for performing this analysis and demonstrates their ef
fect iveness on some largp. problems. The use of sensi
tivity analysis requires knowledg~ uf how th r nar ruw
ing of the range of an attribute effects the utility of 
a ch ron icle. Goo dwin a.-;sumes that the user provides 
t his fu nct ion. The abstraction generation procedure 
we propose below could be used to generate such a 
funct·ion . 

The best way to contru l search is la rgely dependent 
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on how the anytiIll e property uf th e pla nner is to be 
used . Consider an execution module which will executr 
the act ions dictated by the planne r. W e can identify 
two extreme points along a spectrum describing th e in
teraction between the pl an ner and execution module. 
First, suppose the p lanner is given a fixed amount of 
time during which to plan and after this it must return 
the bes t plan , which wi ll be executed in its entirety . 
This casp. is little different from simply finding the op
tiTllal plan ami we can usr th r ab oY(' search cont rol 
techniqu rs. The other possibility is that the plann er 
will br used in a reactive fas hion , deciding on a first 
action and whilp this is being executed, deciding on the 
next ac tion. The execution module may also provide 
sensory feedback to the planner. In this case , we would 
like th p planner to eliminate as many alternative first 
actions as possibl e, perhaps making little distinctio n 
between the latf[ actions. To do this it is clear that 
Wi': nrrd to prrform some refinem ent of the first action, 
but Wf'. are likely to also need to refi ne some of the 
later actions in order to get narrow enough EU ranges 
that we can eliminak so me alt ernatives for the first ac
tion. For exampk , it would be possible for the pl a nner 
to spend all its availab le time rrfining thr first action 
down to the fin rst I<,vel of detail and for all the result
ing plans to have overlap ping EC in te rvals, in which 
case the pl anne r would not be abl e to elimin ate any 
initi a l ac tions. On the other hand , we do not want to 
make any distinctions later in t he plan which du nut. 
help to resolve which initial action to choose. Within 
the context of choos ing th<' first action we wo uld like 
t he ration a l refin rment prop erty to hold. For exarn pi€:' . 



we would like initial actions which commit us to dis
astrous courses of action to bf' eliminated as early as 
possible in the deliberation process. 

Automatically Generating Abstractions 
Thf' DRIPS planning algorithm focuses its attention on 
the most important attributes first only if the abstrac
tion hierarchy has been appropriately structured. We 
are currently I:xploring sl:veral approachf's to automat
ically constructing useful abstraction hierarchies. In 
this section we discuss one approach. Throughout this 
discussion we will assume that utility is a function of 
only the final state of thf' world after f'xecution of a 
pian a nd that action effects are conjunctions of propo
sitions specifying assignments of particular values to 
attributes. 

The world is described in terms of a set of attributes 
and our firs t task is to determin(' th f' impact that each 
a ttribute has on overall expected utility. We will end 
up with a set of weights assigned to the attributes. 
The basic idea is to start by assigning weights to th f' at
tributes that app ear in the utility function and then tu 
backward chain through the actions, assigning weights 
to t he rem aining attributes as they are ('ncountn('d. 

1. Let RA be the global se t of relevant attribut (':; , RA
old I)e the last. set of relevant attributes , and RA
new be thE' new set of rel evant attributes. Initialize 
RA and RA-old to be the set of all the attributes 
in the utility fun ction , with weights proportional to 
their contribution to utility. For an additive utility 
function determining the weights is straightforward; 
for more compkx utility functions this will be more 
difficult. 

2. Id entify the set nf primitive actions su ch that all 
th eir effects appear in RA-old. The se t of branches 
of each of these actions can be sepn as sp ecifying a 
correlation between th e attributes in the conditions 
on the branches and the utility as specified by the 
effects. So for each action determine the correla
tion coefficients for the attributes in the conditi ons. 
A verage these coefficients over all the actions 2 and 
add thrc attributes with their associated weights to 
RA-new . 

3. RA = RA U RA-new 
RA-old = RA-new 
RA-new = {} 

4. If RA is changed, loop back to 2, otherwise exit. 

This a lgorithm accounts for th e fact that a condition 
is importa nt only if it a ctually influ ences the value of 
a n important attribute. We might have an important 
attribute that has the same value in all effects of a 
particular action. Clearly a l t huugh the a ction is infl u
ential , the condi tiuns of this action are not themsel ves 

2Th e jus t.ification for averagin g the coeffici ents is th at 
we assume each action has an equal chance of being in
cluded in a plan. 
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important since they do not influence the value of this 
attribute. 

We now have a set of relevant attributes RA with 
weights proportional to their impact on utility, Which 
we can use to define a ~imilarity measure on attribute 
sets. So given a sd of actions, we can determine the 
best way to group their branches in order to produce 
an intrcr-action abstraction. This grouping problem is 
a three-dimensional clustering problem since we need 
to consider grouping conditions , effects , and proba bil
ities. We can apply anyone of a number of cluster
ing algorithms. Although clustering is a computation
ally complex problPm , we do not expect the number of 
brancl1Ps of any action to exceed 100 so the complexity 
is not a serious concern. 

We now show how to generate t he hierarchy. Start 
with th te Stet of primitive actions and produce the op
timal abstraction for tevery pair of actions. Now using 
the attribute weights , compute a measure II1dicating 
how good each abstraction is, i.e. huw simil a r t he pairs 
of actions are. Onf' pussi ble measure is thf' sum uf th e 
distances of the paired branches. Lsin?; this m easure , 
group together the most similar actions at the first 
level. Working with these abstractions, group together 
thte most similar actions at thp second If' vP\. (;ontinu e 
in this way till all a ctions have been abstra cted to
gether. Thp measure indicating the goodness of an 
ab::;traction can be stored with the abstract action and 
used as a priority value to control search as discussed 
in the prf'vious section. Also the weight s on the at
tributes can be used to genera te a function indicating 
thte effec t of changing an attribute range on the utility 
of a chronicl e , to be used by th e sensitivity analysis 
control schem e. 

Th e process of generating the abs traction h ier
archy is complica ted by the fact that an abstrac
tion/ decomposition network contains ordering infor
mation (decomposi tions) in addi tion to the abstraction 
information. This ordering information can bte pro
vidf'd to th e abstraction generation process. For exam
ple , suppose we wish to determine th te optimal plan for 
testing and treating a disease. Any plan will consist of 
first testing and then treating. So we can specify that 
the set of test actions will precede the set of treat ac
tions. Now within each set WI: can produce a n abstrac
tion hier a rchy. The final abs trac tion/decomposition 
network will have a decomposition a t the top level into 
test and treat . Each of these actions will be the top
level abstraction in a hierarchy or tes t and treat ac
tions , resppcti vely . 

Noti ce that thp effectiveness of the abstraction hi
erarchy generated by the proposf' d procedure is sensi
tive to the both the primitive a ction descripti ons and 
the utility function. Although the action descriptions 
are not likely to change acruss problem insta nces, thE' 
utility function is . Fortunately , empiri cal results (H acl
dawy, Doan, & Goodwin 1995) hil.ve shown that if the 
changrcs in the utility function are not drast ic, e.g ., a 



change Iraves the relati ve importance of the attri butes 
unchanged, then thr hierarchy will still be effective. 

Intelligent Agent Architecture 
In order to test thte usefulness of DRIPS for rf'altime 
robot control, we are incorporating it into an intelli
gent agent architecture that includes thf' planner, an 
executor , and a controllter. 

The controller coordinates the planning and f'xecu
tion modules. It makes decisionti regarding the t ;)'sks 
the modules should perform, as well as how much time 
to allocate for '~ ach task and what data to transfer b e:
tween the modulrs. Typical commands to the planner 
include 

• send current set of candidate plans 

• continue planning 

• wait 

• upda te set of candidate plans 

• load new abstraction jdrcomposition network 

• update world model 

Typical comllland,; to th e executor include: 

• obtain sensor inlor-mat.ion 

• continue execu tIOn 

• change execution 

• wait 

At this time the controller allows the planner to plan 
for a given amount of time, selects a next action to 
perform , and tells the planner to continue planning 
while the f'xecutor attempts to complet(~ the action. 

The DRIPS planner described earlier has been modi
fi ed in two primary ways in order to support int('rleav
ing of planning with execution: interruptability of the 
algorithm, and updating of the world model. The ma in 
loop in DRII'S consists of choosing a plan to refine, re
fining that plan and then eliminating plans known to 
be sub-optimal. Our initial changes allow for commu
nication to occur wi th the controller at the top of this 
loop. Additional changrs could be: made to the planner 
whi ch would allow for thf' planner to be interrupted at 
any point. 

After a sensing action is performed, the planner's 
world model must be updated to reflec t the informa
tion gain ed about the world. This is done by manip
ul ating thf' projf' ction tre('s for the current set of can
clidate plans. Aft('r a sensing action is performed , the 
only relevant c;),ndidate plans (and hence projection 
trres) will be thosf' that include the sensing action at 
the ap propri ate point in the plan. Those projection 
trees art' updated by a simple two-step process. First 
Wf' eliminate those bran ches emanating from the sens
ing action that represent outcomes other than thr out
COIlle: that was realized. Then we renormalize the prob
abiliti es of the remaining branches so that the proba-
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bilities sum to one. This process is equivalent to condi
tioning the distribution over the branches on the out
come of the sensing action. 

The f'xecut,or provides the interface between the con
troller and the real world, The details are highly de
penJent on the implementation environment, We are 
currently intrrfacing to the TRUCK WORLD simulator 
(Hanks, Pollack , & Cohen 1993), T RUCKWORLD is a 
multiagent test bed designed to test theori es of reac
tive execution, It simulates a truck with sensors driv
ing around a world consisting of roads and locations 
in which events occur depf'ndent on the characteristics 
of the world and on chance, Because TRUCKWORLD 

takes commands at a very low level , the primitive ac
tions in the planner's hierarchy represent sequences of 
TRUCK WORLD actions. The p.xecutor translates from 
DRIPS primitive actions to TRl'CKWORLD actions and 
coordinates the eXf'c ution of each part of the sequence, 
as well as attempting to determine whf't her or not the 
DRIPS action wa.," successfully execu ted , The execu t.or 
also relays sensory inform ation to the controller, The 
contruller is responsible for process ing that informa
tion. 

An effort has been made to make the three mncl
ulf's as independent as possible to en~urf' optimal us P. 
of time . So each runs as a sp.parate pro cess, cumfIlU
ni cating via bi-direc tional streams. All code is written 
in Allegro Cummon Lisp. 

Related Work 
Our proposed approach is similar to that of Boutilin 
a nd Dearden (1994), They work within a Markov de
cision process fr a mework and cJ uster together states 
which differ in irrelevant att.ribut~s into abstract 
states. They tllen generate a policy over the reduced 
state space, Th(' clus tering of the statp. space is ba.,')ed 
on classifying the attributes as eith er relevant or ir
relevant , rather than assigning weights . They decide 
on relf'vance by starting with a set of directly relevant 
attribu tes and back ward chaining through th~ action 
dp.s cri ptions , For a gi ven abstraction of the state space, 
thry can quantify the degr('e of approximation of the 
policy genera ted. Thf'ir planning algorithm has the 
contract anytime property: given a time limit, it can 
produce an abstract state space such that it can return 
the optimal poli cy over that space in the time [('quired. 
For some problems this is sufficient but fur probl r ms in 
which the time limit is not known a priori we need an 
algurithm which co ntinuously rf'fines its current best 
answer, as does the DRIPS algorithm. Th eir approach 
is also limited by the a~sumptions of a finite state ~pace 
and of complete observability. 

Current and Future Research 
We are currently in th~ process of impl p. menting two 
diff('rent kchniques for gen erating abstraction hierar
chies. One is based on the id p.a of gf'nerating a set of 
weights and doing clustering , whilr the other is based 



on the idea of using a rough projection a lgorithm to es
tim ate the loss due to abstraction . W e are also adding 
to the p la nner the capability to reason about continu
ous decision variables so that, for example, the planner 
can reason not only about what route the truck should 
take but also at what speed it should travel. 
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